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Mclntire's hrGadcasts, he said, Oh, half a minute of qospel and
39 minutes of attacking the NCC! That was his impression of it.

When he started the broadcast he had a contest of whom'
would give it the best name. He would give a prize. Then he
would take a proverb and discuss it. A proverb each day. He
always had a lot of clever ideas that aroused interest.

As time whent on he takes whatever comes up and gives it.
I remember one time 10 or 15 yrs. ago when he had a radio
program in NJ at 6 a.m. for one-haifhour. Then he had his
regular broadcast at 7:30. Then he would go into Shelton College
and speak to the students for an hour and answer questiona and
talk with them till 12 noon when he had his noon broadcast
for 12 to 1230.

That's the sort of program he carried on. He seemed to have
strength beyond most people I ever met. He could roll off the
tip of his fingers what would interest a great many people. Of
course when you do that that easily there's a tendency to decrease
in it. I never listened a lot to his radio even from the start.
I did not find it particularly interesting. Occasionally I
enjoyed sitting by him whenhe gave the broadcast; he would give
some rather clever remark and then he'd turn andsmile. He'd
chuckle and you could see he enjoyed thinking of these clever
ways of saying things.It was fun to watch him.

He said to me when LIFE came out with a big article on
the Bible attacking Christianity. It gave the whole critical
theory. He asked me to speak on radio about LIFE's article. He
said, Remember aim it at the high school graduate. Aim it at
that level. I suppose that's the bulk of the people in the
country, but my own interests are at a different educational
level than that. So I have not listened to it much since the
firstmonth or two it started, except when with him.

According to reportshe claims to have 3000 delegates in
Cape May last week in the ICC meeting. A lot of those he raised
the money to bring here from all over the world. You take people
who have missionaries who have given them the gospel, families,
children brought up with the gospel, the new missionaries coming
in who don't believe the gospel any more and there
==they are confused they don't know what to believe. You get them
together and tell them we must stand for the gospel and you pay
their way over here to meet with 3000 people who believe the
gospel, it can tremendously strengthen them, and be a great bless
ing to them.

If he could give half his time to thinking through the
problems of the ICCC, I believe that could be a man's life work
which would be tremendously worthwhile. But when he kind of
flicks it off the top of his hand arid is working in so many other
things, it does not wk work that way.
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